The Elite System
Upgrade Your V-Packing to the Industry’s Most Advanced Technology
Forging plants driven to extend uptime and reliability can upgrade to
System Seals’ Elite System V-Packing Technology – a highly engineered
solution customized to each individual press. Application engineers
design custom V-Packings that incorporate one or more polyurethane
seals and an extrusion-resistant female adapter along with traditional
elastomer packings.
The added polyurethane resists scored surfaces from older rams, while
allowing the elastomer packings to remain more firmly intact and perform
significantly longer. System Seals’ Elite System typically doubles the life
of standard V-Packings and is the only solution of its kind on the market
today. For large presses on a monthly replacement schedule, that equates
to about $6 million per year in gained productivity.
Capital Projects Consulting
System Seals provides a comprehensive consulting service at no charge to forging plants
during capital projects and equipment rebuilds. These are ideal times to design custom
V-Packing that optimizes your uptime and reliability.
System Seals creates engineering drawings for the piston and gland and will analyze all
operating conditions specific to each press, including speed, pressures and fluid compatibility.
Seal failure analysis is also available to pinpoint areas needing improvement.

More options available.
Contact System Seals for more information.
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24/7 Emergency Orders
When something goes wrong, lost
production costs are crippling. This is
why System Seals maintains a 24/7
emergency hotline that triggers an
immediate internal process to package
and ship the products you need now.
This includes weekends, holidays and
nights. Your lost production costs don’t
take a break, why should we? Call (216)
220-1800, anytime.

Free Technical Service Package
Every V-packing order includes our
Technical Service Package from System
Seals’ renowned Engineering Center.
This free comprehensive service includes:
On-site installation support

Traditional NBR & Fabric V-Packing
Fastest V-Packing Delivery in the Industry
Competitively priced seals are always in stock and delivered worldwide
System Seals now stocks one of the largest inventories of NBR and Fabric
V-Packing seals in the industry, allowing just-in-time shipments to nearly
any location in the world. In North America, seals are often shipped in one
or two days to ensure maximum uptime for our customers.
System Seals has built its reputation on high-performance products and
industry leading shipments. Now with an extensive inventory of V-Packing
on hand, as well as other large- diameter seals, our service has elevated to
an unbeatable level. Call today and reduce your downtime tomorrow.
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Technical training
Trouble shooting
Seal failure analysis
24/7 emergency support

